
 Balancing  
legacy and innovation: 
TAKING YOUR IBM MAINFRAME 
 ON THE MODERNIZATION JOURNEY

 Metrixware Systemobjects is a French 
Independent Software Vendor (ISV). 

Since 1995, we have been developing 
modernization solutions to improve the 
connectivity of your critical business 
applications and the productivity of your 
programming tools.

Trusted around the world by major players in 
the bank, insurance, industries, IT and public 
services, we aim to offer a quick and smooth 
bridge between your legacy infrastructures 
and latest IT trends, making software 
developments easier for your teams.

Non-intrusive
no change in source code, no component to 
install in the mainframe.

 Seamless and gradual
isofunctional legacy applications with improved 
ergonomics and connectivity

 Compatible with modern languages
COBOL, RPG and other legacy programming 
languages are no longer a constraint for developers

 DevOps approach
continuous integration with testing features, 
better time-to-market

Open Source advocacy
integrating Open Source best practices and 
softwares: Eclipse, Java, Maven, Git, Jenkins...
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Let’s accelerate innovation 
and leverage the power of your 
IBM mainframe and mid-range 
systems!

 Proven modernization 
solutions focused on your 
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A mature and efficient middleware solution to 
connect legacy mainframe systems (IBM z/OS, 
IBM i, UNIX and AIX) with new technologies 
and use cases: Revamping, UI/UX responsive 
design, BYOD, mobility, SOA, REST APIs, RPA, 
IA bots, 3rd parties applications and services 
(BI, CRM, BPM...)

An Eclipse-based SDE to modernize and 
improve the productivity of your application 
development and operations on your IBM z/OS, 
IBM i, UNIX and AIX mainframes. Designed as 
a software factory, thanks to DevOps and Open 
Source approach, Cobos provides efficient 
code modernization with tools and refactoring 
features.

Along with the basic functions 
(Editor, Navigator, Parser, 
Emulator), you will find 
innovative modules like Web 
Designer and Generator, and 
RPG Converter to adapt your 
legacy apps to the latest 
technologies.

Modernization projects are not a straight 
line as there’s no one-stop shop. Balance 
is definitely the right word: Cost and time 
pressures require strategies and actions to 
simplify functionalities, reduce technical 
backlogs, replace obsolete technologies, and 
introduce new or modernized applications to 
the enterprise.

 

Thanks to DevOps process, Open Source tools 
and proprietary Rapid technology,  Metrixware 
addresses the challenges of modernising your 
most critical applications on time and budget 
constraints.

Application and workflow modernization

Reengineering

Migration

Architecture and code 
transformation
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